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perfect for auto enthusiasts, enthusiasts of old-school sports and racing cars, in-depth fans of
the original need for speed, cars junkies of all ages, and online gamers of all skill levels - this

all-new entry in the most successful racing franchise of all time promises all the thrills,
action, and exhilaration of a full-price release while remaining bargain priced. it has

hundreds of stunning cars from almost every decade of road-going automotive history, the
majority of which will be familiar to anyone who has played the first two forza games. if

you're new to the franchise (which will be very few, if any, hardcore racing fans) the list of
cars is almost overwhelming. the basic scheme of rotating the track is present in most

games of this genre, but it's been improved to the point that it's now almost impossible to
crash, not just when you're on the lap counter but also when you're in one of the single-

player events. and in drag and drift events, the ai has also been smartened up quite a bit,
and drivers also have the option of racing in the opposing car's mirror. the online play

options are just as varied as the standalone modes, with options for regular races,
elimination races, and team challenges. from the time you first sit down in your racing seat

and strap on your seatbelts, your heart-in-your-mouth, face-in-your-hands pleasure will know
no bounds. but the most obvious direct connection between the two games is of course the
racer's seat, or rather, seatback. this is a racing game, after all, and the environments and
racing are what attract so many players to these titles. the good news is that in this game

there is much more variety in both the environments and the races than in the first two
games of the franchise, in which the only courses with which you were likely to be familiar

were the ones found in the limited selection of courses available as part of the game's
downloadable content packs. the scenery is as wonderful as ever, but in between the racing
there are seemingly endless beaches, lakes, plateaus, and forests, to say nothing of some of

the more unusual locations that are not going to be found in any other racing games, let
alone any other racing game in history.
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you will be tasked with
taking command of your
own team of characters

who will face 24 of the best
nfl players from around the
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league. only because of the
vitality of the character

design and the authentic
look and feel of each

team's playing field. each
of them are unique from

each other, and they don't
look like they come from
the same developer. it's

amazing how much detail
and effort has gone into
each stadium. beating

other players is just the
beginning. every game has
multiple levels of difficulty,
and every level of difficulty
has different rewards. but

there are also new features
that make each game more
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challenging. every time you
play through the entire
game, you will unlock
special items and an

opportunity to win different
rewards! depending on
your level, you will get

access to either the fantasy
football pro pack or the

fantasy challenge series.
the fantasy football pro
pack includes fantasy

training camp, draft staff,
fantasy training camp, six-
team custom settings, and

more. the fantasy
challenge series includes

franchise, season, and
league challenges. you will
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also be able to compete
with friends in online

leagues and online/offline
player battles. so, if you're
a football fan, be prepared

to become the next
madden nfl champion. just

like the previous forza
games, the character

development system has
been thoroughly expanded.
as is stated in the in-game
manual, there are now over

a hundred tools at your
disposal, including the
ability to rearrange and

customize several parts of
a character's body and a
very detailed character
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expression system, the
result of which is a

selection of truly bizarre,
yet highly expressive,

characters. as is the case
with all forza titles there's

also an in-depth career
mode, which i believe most

games should have. it's
simply long and offers a

variety of racing
experiences. one thing that

is a little disappointing is
that career mode doesn't

seem to offer a single-
player mode that lets you

attempt a campaign
without the specter of
everyone else on the
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multiplayer servers running
over your head. another
feature that is less than
stellar is the way you

navigate your car. while
the game makes it

relatively easy to choose
your preferred camera
options, it doesn't offer
more than a handful of

customisation options. you
can adjust the steering and
throttle response, choose

whether to enable the
traction control system,

and can even choose
whether the transmission is

dct, rwd, or awd. other
than that, it's just pure and
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